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War
Our mother is beautiful
without makeup, with the round balls
of her cheekbones like crabapples
or plums, and her crooked front
tooth. But with a little
pencil to shade in the sharp arch
of eyebrows and bright red lipstick, she becomes
a black-and-white
photograph hung in a young man's barracks
where in the early evening before dark
and after a green supper, one soldier lies
sideways on his cot facing her,
tracing the soft outline of her cheek
with one knuckle, three fingers from his lips
to hers and back. We will never be
so carefully memorized.
Dad, Peeling Apples
The color ofwheat
bread speckled
like the skin of a golden delicious,
freckles on top of freckles
and tiny nicks
from his knife, dots of blood
turned to brown scabs. My father's hands
have never changed. Every night
a different apple
skinned naked,
split and seeded without him
ever looking down, loving the fit
of apple
in the left hand, brown-handled
knife in the right.
He licks the tip of his finger
where the juice runs clear
and skewers a slice
for me, which I take
regardless
of whether I want
an apple or whether
the flesh has begun to brown
around the edges. When he is done,
knife set down and fingers wiped
clean against the legs
of his beige corduroys, I will take
the leathered back
of his hand to my cheek
and hold it there, beggmg
his weathered roots to spread
their soil-caked fingers
long and strong
as deep as the generations
will go.
Penance
I kneel to you
in absolution: Forgive me, lover,
for I have siimed. It has been three days
since I last thought of you, over two months
since I spoke
your name outloud. I brought you
these flowers from my mother's garden:
lavender, statice, Michaelmas daisies.
She still can't remember
your name; I have stopped
reminding her. You used to come to me
in dreams; once floating
outside a second-story window
you beckoned. I stepped back,
then awoke, nervous and guilty.
For nine years
now I've carried the burden
of you like a secret child; I have not spoken
often enough of what it was to know
you. I can't remember
your birthday—is it the third or fifth? By now
your hair would be thinning and your mustache
thick. Your twin brother is fat and sterile;
you will never face his fate. He is like some cruel
computer-aged representation. It's only his voice
that throws me, raspy and cracked.
like yours. And his lips.
I have had impure thoughts.
This is what your mother said to me,
here in this spot, as she handed me your casket's
blue ribbon: you were the love ofhis life.
Have mercy on me,
I have never visited her, but the ribbon fit
nicely in the depths
ofmy wedding bouquet. Seven years now
I have been married to a man you
never knew, two children who look like
him. I must have forgotten
how, in the pain of afterdeath, I swore
I would name my son for you. It's all coming
back to me now. Your crooked teeth and bony knees.
Naming the Baby
Mymother scrapes the remains of breakfast intothegarbage disposal andloads the
dishes into the dishwasher. She pausesevery fewminutes to take a sip of thick coffee, slightly
lightenedwith a drop of milk. I wrapmyhandsaround a mug of raspberry tea, havinggiven
up caffeine whenI became pregnant sixmonths earlier. "Sureyoudon't wantcoffee?" my
mother asks again, drying her hands on a dish towel.
"No, Mom. Caffeine isn't good for the baby," I say slowly, repeating a conversation
we'd just had ten minutes before.
"Oh, well. I drank coffee with all of you kids." She whisks away my empty cereal bowl
and turns back to the sink. "They come up with something new every year. You know, eggs
were bad for you for the longest time because of the cholesterol, and now they say they're
good for you again." She rinses my bowl and then adds it to the dishwasher, rearranging the
ones already there. "I never really believed eggs were so bad anyway. You just have to eat
everything in moderation."
I nod my head while she continues, citing an article about nutrition she'd read recently.
It's the day before Christmas, and my husband and I had arrived at my parents' house in
upstate New York the evening before, worn out after a ten-hour drive from Cincinnati. I
haven't seen my parents since late summer, and I am soaking in the comforts of home. The
rest of the family—^brothers, sisters-in-law, nieces and nephews—are scattered throughout the
house, already up for an hour or two before me. I can hear my father's deep voice as he holds
council with a brother, a child banging on the piano, someone taking a shower.
I enjoywatching mymother dohermorning routine, her slippered feet sliding softly
from side to side as shewashes and dries the pots andpans. Havingher alonewill be a rarity
duringthe next few days, and I am anxious to talk withher aboutmy soon-to-be-bom first
child. I want to hear it all: labor, delivery, recovery. I press her for all the details of her own
pregnancies, "So, did yourwaterbreakon its own," I askher, "or did the doctors do it for
you?"
"Oh " she says, embarrassed. "I didn't talk about thingslike that withmymother. Or
with anyone, really. We just didn't talk about things like that then."
I, who have heard at least three dozen horror stories a day from friends, co-workers, and
strangers, am renderednearly speechless. Seventy-two hoursof hard labor ending in an
emergency C-section. Breathing techniques never put to use. Tenpounders. Ripped stitches,
jagged scars. Or worse, epidurals gone awry, leaving the mother temporarily paralyzed.
Massivehemorrhaging requiring quarts of blood. And thewhispered-about umbilical cords
wrappedaround tiny necks. Oh, I've heardit all, and I wantmymother to tell me it doesn't
really happen that way.
Instead I have a new vision ofmy mother. I imagine her blushingly announcing to her
parents—only after the end of her first trimester—^that shewasexpecting. This I know for
certain, for my mother was taken abackwhen I proclaimedmy own pregnancy at only six
weeks. "They always say you shouldwait to tell anyoneuntil after the first four months," she
wamed me then. All the mysterious changes in her body—^the stretching ligaments, swelling
fingers, painful breasts—all these she must have pondered quietly, fearfully. Many decades
later I happily divulge the most personal iiiformation to the women in the next office:
increasing bra size, degree of indigestion, strange pains. Maybe she didn't even leave the
house during the final months when she could no longer hide her pregnancy.
i am suddenly self-conscious ofmy own protruding belly. "You didn't talk about it?" I
ask. I don't know why this comes as a surprise to me. It's not as if I'd ever received a
8mother-daughter sex talk when I was about to be married,much less when I was a teenager.
There were a couple of question-and-answer books on the bottom of the bookshelf in my
parents'room. TheStorkIs Dead. Letters toKaren. The latterwas a collection of letters from
a father to his teenage daughter. How envious I was of this Karen, who got candid advice on
growingup from her own father! Mymothercouldn't even bringherself to giveme the books;
instead, I had to sneak in to read them when she was out running errands. Once I overheard
my father giving one ofmy older brothers a facts-of-life talk. I was about four-years-old; my
father must have assumed that I was too young to pay any attention to what he was saying. I
remember him showingmy brother an encyclopedia-like book and explaining that babies were
conceived when a man's seed entered into woman. I latched onto the idea of a seed; and since
myfather was a scientist who specialized inapples, I pictured aman feeding an apple seed to a
woman, who swallowed the seed, which found its place in her belly and sprouted into a baby.
The botanist's daughter's version of reproduction.
"Why didn't you ever talk about it?" I ask. Mymother shrugs and rinses out the ancient
percolator, then shakes the coffee grounds out of the paper filter. This is a process I know
well and, not being a Depression-era child myself, will never fully understand. My mother
will rinse out the limp filter and use it again and again until it falls apart. I take a deep breath
and resist mentioning that a box of 200 coffee filters only costs 99 cents.
"I never thought about it, I guess. We just didn't talk about those kinds of things." She
finishes making the coffee. "I think I'll fix a beef roast for supper," she says, changing the
direction of the conversation. Eventually we move to the more practical aspects of
childrearing. She details the proper way to launder cloth diapers (Borax) and the economical
benefits ofmaking one's own baby food as she wipes down the counters. I decide that I will
give cloth diapers a try, but I am drawn to the neatly stacked rows of baby food in
supermarkets and know I'll never blend my own mixtures of sweet potatoes and ham.
"So what are you going to name the baby?" She pulls a chair out and sits finally, a fresh
cup of coffee steaming. I haven't bargained on my mother asking this question. I had
imagined maybe my sister-in-law bringing it up over supper, and with the whole family
gathered around, I wouldn't have to face my mother alone. My father, I had concluded, would
be pleased in his own quiet way, and she would be less likely to challenge me in front of him.
I start with the relatively easy one. "Well, if it's a girl, she'll be Esme."
"Esm^?" she echoes. I nod. "What kind of a name is that?"
"What kind of a name?" I repeat. "I don't know—think it's French. It's from a story,"
"What was it again?" she asks. "Esmerelda?"
I see she is going to be difficult. "Esme, Mom."
She giggles and waves her hand, as if dismissing my ability to choose a proper name.
"I'll never remember that. I'll just have to call her 'Ezzie' or something." I roll my eyes at her.
"So what's your boy's name?"
This was the question I had dreaded. When the conversation began I had planned to
make something up, but now I fire. "Riley." I say clearly. "Riley James. After Dad." I bend
my head over my teacup.
It only takes a second for her face to cloud over, "Huh," she says. Instantly I am sorry I
hadn't lied and rattled off a name she would be certain to approve. Henry. Jacob. Thomas.
She stands up abruptly and pushes in her chair. 'These names. You kids nowadays come up
with the strangest names." Then she is busy at the sink again, scrubbing furiously on a
spotless stainless-steel pot. "We just gave all of you kids family names," she says, shaking
her head.
Names from her side of the family, she fails to mention. My brothers bear the names of
maternal uncles and grandfathers; I am named for her grandmother. Only my oldest brother
carries on my father's name, James, whichwas also his grandfather's name. But that was
only because naming the firstborn son after his fatherwas the thing to do then, I'm certain.
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"It is a family name, Mom," I say quietly.
Butshepretends theconversation is over. I stand andrinse outmyteacup. "Justleave
it" she says. I retreat to the din of thebasement andpoke at the logs in the woodstove.
Overheadin the kitchenI hear drawers banging, cabinets slamming and dishes rattling. This
is only the first day of vacation—^what couldI havebeenthinking?
In the town ofDix, Illinois, over half of the 400 or so residents are Rileys. My family. My
father's mother was one of ten Riley children,whose father, James, came to America as a
small childfromIreland. JamesRiley'smany brothers andsisters alsoproduced houses full of
children, until Dix nearly burst with Rileys.
I was forever fascinated with the Rileyclanas a child. To think that I had hundreds of
cousins, who ran back and forth to each other's houses, ate at each other's supper tables,
playedgames of ghost-in-the-graveyard andkick-the-can in the fields. My fathergrewup in a
swarm of them. He had so many first cousins he couldn't count them, much less name them,
sixty years later and eight hundredmilesawayfromhis childhood. A scientistand a professor,
he grew far from his roots in more than just miles. He fought inWorld War n and the Korean
War; he has traveled all over Europe, Africa, Australia, South America. His cousins still live
in Dix, Illinois. They are small-time farmers, TV repairmen, restaurant managers, mechanics,
hairdressers. They live in trailers or modular homes along dusty back roads; my parents live in
a three-story house with twenty windows, each with a view of the lake.
My mother grew up near Dix in the city ofMt. Vemon, Illinois. She was as surrounded
as my father was in family; but instead of being just one of a flock of cousins, she was the sole
recipient of the attention of a dozen aunts and uncles. She is as German as my father is Irish.
Here is how I used to imagine their childhoods: My mother sits on a wide front porch in the
summertime dressed in white, licking an ice cream cone. Ten miles away in Dix my father
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hoes in the same hot summer sun, his fingers callused and his back aching. He pauses in his
work to stretch his muscles, and a wild Riley cousin throws a bucket of water on him. Off
they race, children for a minute instead of laborers, chasing each other until an uncle yells at
them to get back to their work. Meanwhile,back in the city, my mother finishes off her
strawberry cone and skips down to her uncle's comer grocery, a penny in her pocket for a
piece of candy.
My parents met during their last semesterin college andmarried soon after graduation.
My father returned to Dix to work with his father in their apple orchards, and my mother
became acquainted with his extended family. He must have forgotten to tell her about them
before they were married. I imagine her listening to the women talk as they put up peaches,
beans and apple butter, shocked by their open discussion of subjects that were only whispered
in my mother's home. Shocked by their reddened hands and their careless house dresses.
She didn't last long living in Dix among the Rileys. The Rileys on a whole may not have
been educated, but they knew when they were being snubbed. Before my oldest brother was
bom, my parents had retreated to Mt. Vemon, back to the quiet Sunday dinners ofmy
mother's family. The departure was not a friendly one; and on my father's part it was
somewhat reluctant, but I think he knew then that he would go far beyond the walls of DiX;
By then he was a high-school teacher in Mt. Vemon, and on weekends he retumed to Dix
alone to help out on the farm.
Soon after I was bom sixteen years later, my father moved us all from southem Illinois to
upstate New York, worlds that have nothing to do with each other. Summers we would drive
the eighteen hours back to Illinois. We'd stay at my maternal grandmother's air-conditioned
house in Mt. Vemon. In the afternoonsmy fatherwould drivemy brothers and me out to Dix
to visit relatives. My mother never came with us. Rileyswere everywhere. Every few feet, it
seemed,my fatherwouldpull off the road. "Here's whereGrandmother Riley used to live,"
he'd say. "Here's the house your mother and I lived in when we were first married. Here's
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JackRiley's house. Here's JohnCarl's shop." Latermyfather would sit on front porches
with aunts and uncles while my brothers and I watchedour barefoot cousins chase each other
in the hotMidwestern sun. I would hear my father slip into his native drawl and feel an ache in
my heart even then. I wanted to lay someclaimto this family thatmy fatherhad left behind.
A couple of years after I graduatedfrom college,my great aunt Opal, the last of James
Riley's children, died. My parentswere on sabbaticalin Australia, and my father askedme to
go to the funeral for the family. She was my father's favorite aunt. I hadn't been to Dix in
seven or eight years, and I had never been withoutmy father. I tried to pick out landmarks—
my grandmother's house, the old school house, the apple orchards— but without my father I
was lost. At the funeral home I thought about my father telling me that when he was a boy in
Dix, funerals were important social events. Everyone was practiced in the art ofmourning,
and he and his cousins, dressed in their best clothes, would cany baskets of flowers in the
funeral processions with the other moumers.
I looked around the room at those same cousins. They were men in their sixties and
seventies, shifting and scratching in their dark suits. When my father's sister, my aunt Ann,
re-introduced me to them, they took my hand and squeezed it. Their dark eyes crinkled when
they smiled and said, "So you're Jimmy's little girl. Haven't seen you since you were this
high. Where is your daddy now?" Thesy shook their heads in wonder when I told them, and I
watched them to decipher if they were proud of him or if they had dismissed him silently, years
ago, from the bonds of Riley-hood.
My mother never mentions our conversation the rest of Christmas vacation. We avoid the
subject completely, but there is a stiffness between us. It is a stiffness that I do not want to live
with forever, nor is it something I wish to bequeath to my child. At the dinner table on
Christmas day, my teenage niece asksme what we are going to name the baby. I feel my
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cheeks redden whileI chewabiteof turkey. "We're not really sureyet," I say to her, as I kick
myhusband under thetable. Heknows about yesterday*s conversation butisn't necessarily
convincedthat we need to changeour plans. Still though, he resists asmy niece rattlesoff a
list of her own favorite names, andI gobacktomycranberry salad. The rest of family join
her, throwing outnames from Adam toUrsula—^they insist the name must begin with a vowel,
as do thenames of all five grandchildren. I can't help butglance atmymother, whois refilling
plates, but I look down again before our eyes meet.
And what do I know of the Riley clan, really, other than a few aftemoons spent years ago
watching distant cousins, whose names I soon forgot, play freeze-tag in theshort grass? They
could havebeen anyone's children, and, in truth, a part of me hadyearnedto be tenmiles away
withmymother, in mygrandmother's air-conditioned home. Perhaps myfather, too, had
itched tobe in some quiet comer reading anovel rather than sipping iced-tea withAunt Alice
and Uncle Carl, struggling to find some common ground.
In the end when our son is bom, we namehim Jesse: a name of his own, a name that
carries no feelings of animosity and no unsettling familyhistory. It is a better way to start a
life.
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Inheritance
We came into it all
without breaking of glass, or lifting
of veil, or a grandmother's cameo
ring. No family heirlooms
in our first rented house; instead
we depended on thrift store endtables,
a lamp, a couch. We wished
for chipped dishes that told
a great-aunt's rich history
of struggle and survival. We were lonely
without a background, without cabbage
or latkes Orblack-eyed peas.
We ease into it
year by year. I leam to quilt,
meticulously stitching
my initials in a comer; he builds a cradle,
a stool, a wooden horse. We resurrect
dead relatives through our children,
naming them John and Alice and Henry,
and record each birth in a fat
white Bible. They are the first
to grace its tissue-thin pages,
though my handwriting lacks
the necessary elegance, the gentie curves
of a practiced pen. The house we choose
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is old: we strip, paint, vamish,
smooth, and fill its rooms
with other people's antiques. Tiny white
christening gowns and newspaper
clippings sleep in the cedar
chest at the foot of our bed. We bring
in the new year with cranberry punch
and oyster stew. In my tin-platedkitchen
I bake bread, kneading dough
with floured fingers, releasing
yeast quietly as air
between every crevice
of the house, filling the children
with its heavy scent.
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Mother's Love
She carried him
like a cat between her teeth
since he could breathe and before:
from the very moment she learned
of him-to-be she held him
in the palm
of her hand, measuring
him by the size of her belly,
watching his heels kick
against skin stretched so tight
she feared he would rip
through, a Jack-in-the-Pulpit
bursting forth into the air.
Finally then
the slap of one nun's bare white
hand and another
sourly bringing him to her breast
while the other newboms sucked
cleanly on yellow-nippled
bottles held by their modem
mothers, who wrapped their aching,
still full breasts in packs of ice.
In the early mornings
she held him
in the crook of her arm,
curve of her neck, cushion of lap.
His eyes stayed blue
and his nose grew a proud
royal bump. She traced his eyebrows
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and sucked food from his slender fingers,
stitched a quilt, pushed his bike, baked
his cakes, saved his skin again and again.
All for this:
only to have him
grow up and discard her
like some bitter peel as he walks
down the flagstone steps,
his fine leather boots thumping
one beat ahead of her heart.
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Quiet
(1)
If I had a gun, abb
gun, I'd pluck those grackles
off one by one, squint
an eye to aim and watch
their greasy oil-slicked
backs fall with a
bass drum
of thumps to the ground,
feathers flying in a black
cloud. Bullies.
(2)
On vacation back East
I call home. 800 miles
away and still the endless
clanging of the trains, metal
screeching against metal
and the blaring Whistle^
so loud I can't hear
him speak.
(3)
Always the wind. A survivor
of Japanese-American
internment camps says
the desert winds
still blow steadily
in her head, even while she sleeps.
50 years of phantom winds
rushing from ear to ear, leaving
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no space for silence.
(4)
Other people's children
shout, mouths wide open
in one continuous verb. What
they want, what they need. Above
their tiny heads come the heavier
voices of the world, full-bellied
and deep from windows,
doorways, halls, streets, stores.
(5)
We walk on side streets
to hear our own voices.
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Orchard Blood
For I have had too tfiuch
Ofapple-picking: lam overtired
Ofthe great harvest 1myselfAesired.
—^Robert Frost
Tothis day my father grieves still for the land hehad togive up over thirty years ago. In 1952
when he andmymother bought theoldorchard, hewas a young father just home from Korea
andwithWorldWar II still pounding in his heart. Thisbusiness of firuit-growing was solid
ground for him, something that had been passed down from father tofirstborn son beginning
with his great-grandfather, Samuel Cummins, who had homesteaded land insouthern Illinois
whenAbeLincoln was young. Toomany seasons of ruined crops—tender buds surprised by
frost or nearly-ripe fruitpounded by hail—forced myparents to sell theirland andmove on.
Andthenmyfather hadanother chance, orsohe thought, when hiseldest son, mybrother
James, bought his own land. Anothersonwithorchardblood, the sixth generationof
Cummins fruit farmers.
June 1974: James andAnna are married in a cathedral ofhemlocks andpines, soft branches
filtering out all but the mostpersistent streams of sunlight. Thisforest is theirs,part of their
newlypurchased 150 acres of rollinghills and woods. James and thegroomsmen, our three
brothers andAnna's one, wear white jeans, denim shirts, and red bandannas like cravats
around their necks. I am an eight-year-old bridesmaid, dressed in pink and white chiffon.
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Anna's three sistersfloat aheadofme in long creamy gowns. Myfeet crunch across thefloor
ofpineneedles. I miss my cue towalk down the makeshift aisle:
I have known Annaall my life, and now shewill bemy sister. Sheand my brothermet
six years ago, when James was eighteen andshe was the girl-next-door. They look like twins
with their long, wavy blonde hair, patrician noses andproud blue eyes. They are beautiful.
My mother weeps.
Without my father James could never have started Littletree Orchards. My father is the expert,
having farmed for the first 40years ofhis life. He is the country's top apple-breeder. He
gives James trees, advice, maybe money. Every weekend we drive from our home inGeneva,
New York, tomybrother's farm anhour south to help out, tying bags of deerrepellent onto
tender rootstocks, mowing, digging, planting. Tractors are always running. This is thekind
of life thatJames and myfather know together. Here they canestablish a rhythm ofwork and
talkthathas to dowithproduction, survival, and ultimately marketing ofcrops. Thisiswhat
they did before theuprooting, before my parents painfully pulled up the long fingers that
anchoredthe family to southemIllinois for a newlife in upstateNewYork.
Jameshas neverforgiven them. Myfather was in hisearlyforties thenandhad finally
finished his PhD. The orchard that he andmymother had purchased fifteen years before
wasn't lucrative enough to feeda family of seven, andthey sawthat they would have to sell
Cummins Shawnee Orchards and move on. My father accepteda position at Comell
University'sExperiment Station in upstate NewYork, nearly a thousand miles away. James
was seventeenwhen our family movedacross the country, about to begin his senioryear of
highschool withthepeople he had known allhis life. Formy two other older brothers, then
10 and 13, it was an adventure. They wouldmiss our grandparents and the wild woods that
bordered the orchard, but New York sounded exciting enough. My youngest brother and I
have no memories of our life in Illinois; for us, New York is home.
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James begged to stay, to live with friends for just the last year of high school. My
parents refused. They were likeparents of most teenagers in the late 1960s: frightened of the
changes they saw in this rapidly transforming generation. Certain that James was on drugs and
had a bad set of friends. Pleading became fighting, and the caustic words and accusations led
ultimately to a stony silence. Losing the family farm was nearly unbearable for my parents—^to
leave a child behind was impossible. They lost him anyway.
I don't remember this teenage James. I was only a baby when we moved to New
York. James finished his senior year of high school there and was accepted at Southern
Illinois University. There is a picture taken of him in August, a year after we had moved to
New York, before he hopped on a plane headedback to Illinois for college. His white-blonde
hair is growing long; his reddish sideburns will soon be a full beard. Holding a single
suitcase, he wears a tie and a blue shirt, and black slacks and shoes. His mouth rests in a
perfect line of disinterest, and his eyes hide behind sunglasses. My father must have taken the
picture at my mother's urging while she struggled against crying. And even a stranger,
glancing at that snapshot, would see a young man who wants nothing more than to fly away
from us all.
James didn't fare well at SIU and returned to New York after his first year. His heart
was in the orchards, and he began working at the same research facility where my father was a
professor. The next year he met Anna, who lived two houses down from ours. He enrolled in
Cornell University, only an hour away, and worked every spare minute to leam the orchard
business. With only a few credits left to finish his degree, he dropped out of Cornell to do the
only thing he knew to do. He had the knowledge and skills that he needed to start his own
farm. Within a couple of years he and Anna were married and Littletree Orchards began.
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When James andArma arefirst married, they live inthe basement ofourhouse. Anna isso
good to me. She shows me the crafts she's making: macrame baskets and wall hangings. In
the evenings when she comes homefrom teaching school, she give meflute lessons. Her
laugh isfullandunrestrained and she never teases me too much. Not like James, who always
seems to belaughing at me. When my parents go on a three-week business trip toEurope,
James andAnna take careofus. On the weekends we goto theirfarm, which isjust a bamso
far. They havefive pigs, and they think itwould befunnyfor my brother Stephen andme to
ridethem. I ridetheone called Champ andgetrammed into the pig shed. They are laughing
hysterically. Stephen helps me out. Every eveningAnna plays a Peter, PaulandMary album
to us when we go to bed I cry myself to sleep.
Seventy years ago, anorchardist could plant only about 75 trees peracre because thetrees were
soimmense, requiring a 25-foot ladder and four or five hours topick the fruit from each tree.
Horticulturists have since developed rootstocks that allow the fruit grower to tailor his tree size
to his own needs. James chose trees of an intermediate size, planting about 150 trees per acre,
hence the name Xittletree." James andAnna's ultimategoal was to have a "u-pick" operation,
in whichcustomers would cometo theorchard to picktheirownapples, peaches andcherries.
Thewaitis a long one. Trees take a long time togrow, longer to bearfruit. In the
winter, when theground is toofrozen towork, James and Anna convert halfof theoldbam
into their home. Theapartment is rough, all raw edges and splintery wood, but it is large and
comfortable with a hugewoodstove burning constantly. Theybuild an outhouse andmanage
without indoorplumbing. Whenever wecome webring them gallon jugs full of water for
washing and drinking. Whatever else they need they getfrom melting snow or from thecreek
in the woods. In warmer weather they shower beneath a waterfall.
When the ground begins to thaw, James andAnna wake before dawn and work long
into the night. If they're not tending to the tiny trees, James is in the bam fixing machinery.
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My father mutters with disgust at the mess inthe bam, tools inpiles like old bones, spark
plugs anddistributor caps in oily pools. My mother, never knowing what to expect, packs our
own luncheswhenwe come. Each timewepull into their driveway theyboth sigh at the sight
of the dilapidated bamthat is their firstborn's home. Next door a big white house is forsale, a
house withrunning waterandelectricity. James laughs in his dismissive waywhen they
suggest he consider buying it.
People startmoving to Littletree, aneclectic collection of searchers. A Korean man
nameGenewithhis doctorate in engineering comes to helpout in summer andfall. In the
winter he drives a taxicabin NewYorkCity. Dennis wanders in, not too manyyears after
flying a helicopter inVietnam. Girls with long straight hair and diamonds in their noses. Men
withbushybeards and teasing faces. Tiny homes appear throughout theorchid and the
woods: geodesic domes, an oldcamper, a shelter stretching overthecreek, a miniature A-
frame. My brotherbuilds a teepee on theedgeof theJonagolds and a saunaamidst the pines.
James andAnna's twoSamoyeds, purewhite huskies, have produced over a dozenoffspring
whowanderaboutburr-ridden andpanting. Broken-down carsandpickups litterthe borderof
thewoods. The remains ofmybrother'sbright redconvertible strike a chordof memory of the
days when James used driveme to mypianolessons. Nowhe comes to our home only on
Christmas day.
We visit the orchard less Often now. When we do I am uncertain as to how to handle
these people. My brother seems to be always laughing at me. Annais kinder, but still I am
tongue-tiedat their quickwit and insidejokes. I amwaryaround the neW people,who don't
seemto recognizemy rightful position on theorchard. Somehow Littletree has ceasedbeing a
family enterprise and has turned into something only James could create.
Still, we make our treks to the orchard. By the late 1970s the trees are producing
beautiful fruit, and my parents believe their help is needed, picking, mowing, spraying,
pruning. Sometimes on Saturdays we drive our yellow Volvo to the area where James is
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working, and we'll find himand Anna and a couple other people hoeing, thewomen topless
and the men in raggedcut-offs. My father tumsoff the engine, and he andmymother
simultaneously understand that theyareseeing breasts swinging withthe hoes. Theyboth
groan, truewrenching sounds of pain,andsighheavily before opening the car doors. My
fatheris brusque withJames, adamant thathe is here only forbusiness. James enjoys the
show. He thoroughly loves watching his parents squirm. I stayin thecar to read, eventually
venturingout only to cool off in the woods. I amembarrassed for everyone.
Littletree in thewinteris a beautifulplace. We packupour cross-country skisand headdown
ona goodJanuary day. Jamesmeets us at thebam andwe all go outfor a ski, across the
orchards and through thewoods. Skiing doesn 't lenditselfto conversation, and we barelysay
anythingmore than, "Lookat that bird!" Thewaterfalls arefrozen and the quiet is
untouchable, evenwith the swish of our skis and thump ofour poles. We are all four wearing
the balaclava hats that James gave usfor Christmas: Dad in green. Mom in blue, Stephen in
black, me in red. Back at the bam we warm ourselves by the woodstove and drink hot tea.
We haven't seen Anna the whole time, but nobody asks where she is. Dad and James go
outside and talkfor awhile. James is gesturing vehemently about something, and myfather is
shaking is head. He throws us hands up in the air, walks inside to get us, and we head back
for Geneva.
In 19821 am sixteen years old. I don't go to the orchard much anymore, nor do my parents.
Littletree has not tumed out to be the kind of family-run operation my father anticipated. He is
disgusted with the sloppiness of the premises and the communal lifestyle of its owners. More
than once my father tells my brother that he needs to get the place cleaned up: to haul off the
carcasses of cars, nail the dangling signs, and refurbish the makeshift sdesroom. My mother
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prefers tostay athome and focus on her other four children and her growing number of
grandchildren, produced by my second and third brothers and their wives. James and Arma
have opted nottohave children, a decision that isyetanother pull onmymother's heart.
I have long grown weary ofbeing rendered speechless inmybrother's presence. But
on thisdayinOctober I amgrowing into myself, and I have lostmyearly adolescent
awkwardness. Myfriend and I have gone toIthaca for a Cornell football game, and after the
game weare going to spend theafternoon atLitdetree. Wesee another friend at the game, a
girl whose father works with mine atthe university's research station. "I'm sorry tohear about
your brother," she says, coming to sit with me.
Ahotdog has tumed to sawdust inmy mouth. "Which one?" I ask. Acaraccident?
What could have happened in the two hours since I left home?
"James," she says. "That James andAnna got divorced."
Myheart pounds, and I take a sipofmysoda. "They're notdivorced." I tellher.
"Who told you that?"
She is uncomfortable, embarrassed. "Well, my mother. They got divorced a while
ago, I guess. My mother is friends withMrs. Steinkraus."
"Areyou sure?" I ask,but suddenly I know. I know the tension atLittletree, the way
everyone giveseachothersignificant, warning looks. I know thewayJames andAnnaspeak
to each other, the venom spilling thick from their tongues. Anna using her maiden name,
Steinkraus, when she introduces herself. James's teepee, void ofAnna's belongings. Anna,
in fact, hadn't been to our house for Christmas in a couple of years, maybe longer. James had
just said that she was spending the day with her own family, but now I know.
"I'm sorry. I just figured you knew," she says.
Armed with this new knowledge, I watch the interaction closely at Littietree later that
afternoon. I see James and Anna avoiding each other pointedly, spitting out the other's name
only when necessary. How could I not have seen all this before? Anna has stayed on at the
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orchard; the enterprise istheirs together, and neither iswilling to give up his orher half. Anna
lives inthe barn-apartment and James camps out inhis teepee. The tension at the orchard is
thicker than theapple butter they stir late into the night and more scathing than the stinging
nettle growing rampant in their woods. I stay only long enough towalk between rows oftr^s
thatnowtower above meandto cool my feet in thecreek. I tell mybrother thatwehave tobe
home by supper and drive off. He stands by the bam door, arms on his hips, shaking his head
and smiling. Who know what he is thinking?
It is over ayear before I return, eager toshow this somewhat exotic part ofmy life to
my new boyfriend, who could pass for ayounger version ofJames. I am instantly aware that
Audrey, one ofthe diamond-nosed girls, ismy brother's new love. Sheis sweet and gentle,
and James seems to soften when he is with her. Outside the bam we run into Anna, and I
mask myshock with carelessness. Eight months pregnant she is, at least. I don't know what
to think, or who.
Backhome I am seething. "I went to seeJames today," I tellmymother. Shehad
been visitingmy grandmother in Illinois andhadonlyreturned that night.
"There'ssomething I need to tellyou," shestarts. "James and Anna are—. Well,
they're not together anymore." It is killing her to saythis. Divorce is not a part of what
defines our family. Divorce indicates a severe failure, a serious lackof parental guidance.
There have been no divorces in our family, ever. Great-granddad OmerCummins left his
wife,Nellie, and ran offwithher first cousin, but he didreturn to Nellie eventually. That's the
closest our family's ever come to divorce.
"I know that,Mom! I've knownfor a year! But I didn't hear it fromyou—Iheard if
fromRos! Howdoyou thinkI felt hearing about myownbrother from someone else?"
Mymother is naturally defensive, even more soafter a long trip. This issue of James is
themost sensitive territory in ourhome. Shesnaps atme, unable to giveme the explanations I
need. 'They didn't tellus for a long time either. And your father andI don't tellyou kids
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everything." This isnorevelation tome. What happens between my parents and each ofmy
brothers hasalways been between them only; wehave never had family conferences in theden
or a democratic voting system, television-family style. Mymother sweeps aside broken
eggshells; my fatherwalks around. "DidyouseeAnna?" sheasksfinally.
"Yes," I answer. "Thanks for the warning." She is so visibly shaken that I almost
relent, butmyownanger andconfusion is toostrong. Wedon't speak of it again much.
Perhaps myparents whisper their disappointments atnight; more likely they each carry the
sadness within their own souls.
Athenais a breathtakingreplicaof the combinedJamesandAnna, althoughherfather is
Denriis, the Vietnam vet. She runs naked on the dirt road, kicking up dust behind her. My
othernieces, all near her age, holdher hands andaskher ifshe is theircousin. James caresfor
Athena as ifshe werehis own, carryingher onhishipandfeedingher tiny bitesofpeaches. It
is toopainfulfor me towatch. Ifeel somehow betrayed bynot being able to claim thischildas
my own blood. I miss having Anna as my sister.
James and I don*thave much to say to each other. I have never given him an opportunity to
see the person I havebecome, andhe cannotdistinguish this separate person from the baby
sister who was bom long after his own life had started. I ache for him to show a little kindness
tomyparents, who aregetting old. Occasionally hewill surprise them—^bring up a truckload
of firewood for Dad or a bouquet of apple blossoms forMom. For my father's seventieth
birthday, James tapes himself reading Robert Frost's poetry. "It was eerie," my father tells me
on the telephone. "When I played the tape, I heard myself reading, but I didn't remember
making the tape. Then I realized the readerwas James. We have the same voice." They
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treasure these kindnesses like a patchof greengrassbeneaththe snow. And I wishmy parents
could accept himashe is, as aman who has had hisown heartbreaks anddisappointments.
Littletree has taken shape externally overtheyears while it falls apartinternally. After
twelve years Audrey left Jamesfor another man, whom shemarried. Sinceshe andJames
bought a second, adjoining 150 acres together, she stays, too. She and herhusband renovate a
secondbam and live there with theirnewbaby. James drinks JackDaniels for a solidyear.
When he comes out of his year of oblivion, he shaves the beardhe has kept for over twenty
years and turns Littletree into theoperation hecarried inhis dreams. Hetows away the
decades-worth of old cars andscrap metal; digs new roads andponds; plants fields of flowers
andvegetables; sets uppicnicareas that lookoverthe300acres of apples, peaches, pears,
plum, apricots and cherries; andbuilds a huge store, complete withrestrooms, a computer,
even a copying machine. Thousands of customers mill throughout theorchards, theirpicking
baskets and stomachs full. Littletree is undeniably beautiful and successful. James tells me
about the famouspeoplewho havevisitedhis orchard kingdom: foreign dignitaries, authors,
scholars, reporters. He is at ease with everyone, from theFrenchpresident's wife to the
barefoot children from down the road. James can't stop grinning, white teeth flash against
sun-browned skin. He has emerged, king of it all.
But the years have been too long and hard on my father and brother. James tells me
that he wished Dad would just once give in, just once smoke a joint with him and watch the
wind ripple through the apple leaves. I ask him why he can't do the same just once, why he
can't spend a day sailing with Dad or sitting in the living room talking with Mom. He laughs.
My father and his son are stubbom men, committed to a thirty-year habit of mutual
disapproval. They each have somethingpreciousthat the otherwill never have: James will
never be as brilliant as my father, nor as respectedin his field;my father will never have his
own Littletree Orchards.
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I see, though, and I hear. I hear my father's words every week on the phone in the
winter. "We couldn't make it through the winter without that load of wood James brought up
for us," he mentions one week; and the next he says, "Did I tell you James brought a whole
load of wood up for us? We sure have been going through it fast."
In the summers I see them bend over a tree together, heads close and voices identical. I
see my father stand at the top of the hill overlooking the thousands of trees that are almost as
cherished to him as children. And I see James standing slightly behind him, arms crossed and
smiling, watching his father soak in his creation. "Sure is beautiful," my father says,
squeezing James just lightly on the shoulder before he tums to leave.
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Slice of Orange
Each November
we'd collect bittersweet
down by the bay, crackling past
cattails and cockleburs to snip
the woody vines loaded
with tiny orange berries. We made
the trek reluctantly. Back home
our mother coerced branches
into restless wreathes, settled chaotic
arrangements into clear glass jars.
Odd twisted bits of sticks and berries
poked at us from every table top
and shelf, brittle skeletons
of auturrm. It was always her idea
to go. The wind would blast
across the lake in late fall, its breath
sharp with winter, leaving us
gasping down by the shore.
This would be our last year,
we always swore as the wind cut
through our coats. The next
we would join Dad
by the woodstove, warmly
reading our books. We squeezed
our eyes shut against the image
of our mother hiking alone
along the railroad tracks
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that curve with the lake shore,
a black speck against the gray
of water and sky.
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The Lost One
comes back to her
in the month of his thirty-eighth
birthday, sometime in April
when the tiny white crosses
of the dogwoods had glowed
ghost-like at dusk
and she had felt him coming
too early for more
than a minute's worth
of breath and a sprinkling
of holy water, his name. Gasp
of the nun, sign of the cross. Empty
handed she had returned
to her kitchen, rubbed
the windows clean of streaks
to better watch her three boys outside
who never thought to ask
where or why
or even to notice the swell
of her belly
gone back to ribs
and now he would be years
older than she was then, a sweet balding
man who, whistling, comes
through the front door with a kiss
on the cheek and a single daffodil.
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Driving Up Unaka Mountain
That October the wild roses wove
their way through the barbed wire
fence. Your first time in the mountains.
You stood on the edge for so longJ stopped
breathing, thinking you would stretch out
your arms and dive into the green and yellow
and orange below. Or maybe I would
try it myself, not for deathbut for the sheer joy
of being part of something so absolute,
catching your hand as I leapt, leaving
you laughing gapped-tooth and loud.
Instead we found a warm rock
and read the books we'd brought along.
I studied the tiny freckles of your skin,
and thought about ways
to make you stay.
I was never hungry
then. Now I would pack a basket
of baguettes and brie and grapes.
Now i would be a tourist.The old people
on their porches would see my out-of-state
license plates and turn their heads, blinking
away my wave. At the top I would raise
a glass of wine and photograph the view,
everything edged and cornered.
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Killing Me
Perhaps I possess somesecretaurathatwhispers, "Killher! Kill this girl!" to those
whose own lives are somewhat askew. How else can I explain the number of attempts on my
life? Take Pamvan Arsdale, oncemy self-proclaimed best friend: she tried to drownmewhen
we were twelve. She was a big girl, andher handsaroundmy neck couldhavebeen thoseof a
discus thrower as she dunked me under water again and again, holding me under, choking,
untiljust the second beforeI blacked out. Onenight when shesleptoverat myhouse, I awoke
to find her standing over me with a butcher knife. She was just an evil girl and a jealous one;
eVen a child can understandpersonality disorders. Then therewas DawnDeRosa,who stalked
me throughmy teens,her switchblade always sharpin anticipation of the perfectmoment. She
wasjust plainmean, and I wasjust me. A clashof personalities. And the other attempted
murder—the guy who broke into my house—^he was a crackhead looking for money.
Only my brother's motives still worryme. We have never talked about the day he tried to
kill me, but I know it wasn't because he was crazed or evil or in an altered state ofmind. We
have never been the same since; we have never fallen easily into each other's arms and have
rarely confided in one another. For at least a third of my life I suspected that I was nothing
more than a splat on my brother's windshield; still, I tried to hang on and prove myself
worthy. He may have been doing the sanie thing.
Stephen and I are two years apart, but we may as well have been twins, the way we were
paired together. I have few childhood memories that do not include him—^nextto me, in front
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of me, behind me. In nearlyeveryphotograph in the family albums we are together, sides
touchmg and heads tiltedtogether, almost level. Oneshows us, around ages four and six, in a
silver-colored recliner watching television, a bowl of popcorn on a single TV tray across our
laps, fourlegs sticking straight outbeneath it. Our smiles are identical, bottom rows of tiny
teeth white and eager.
We are ourparents' second family. Seven years separate Stephen fromtheyoungest of
our three older brothers; sixteen years stretchbetweenmy oldest brother andme. Their
childhoods were spenton an orchard in southern Illinois when ourparents wereyoung and
poor; we sharenoneof their stories of tractors stuckinmudor crops ruined by hailstorrns. We
grewup in NewYork,with a scientist-professor for a father and a bridge-playingWelcome
Wagon hostess for a mother. Our parentsweremiddle-agedbefore we entered kindergarten.
We know now, of course, that our parents' lives weremuch different, much more complex
than theyappeared to be,but backthenit seemed thatourfather wentoff toworkeachdayin a
brown cardigan and our mother baked and cleaned.
Our older brothers drifted here and there, sullen around the dinner table, out with friends
at night. Teenagers in the sixties—^the ketde simmeredconstantly at our house. Stephen and I
hunkered down as far away as possible from the inevitable explosions and accusations, from
the grim faces of our parents and the high-pitched excuses of our brothers. We stayed
together, holed up in our attic playroom or outside in our tree house. We liked quiet. In my
memory few words were exchanged between us; I can't even hear the sound of my brother's
voice. Instead we communicated by anticipating each other's wants: Wewill color our
picturesfirst, play with Tinker Toys later... Give me the purple race car ...Go in the kitchen
and get me a cookie.
But of course the memory plays tricks—children do chatter. We did have voices, and we
must have used them; but our quiet natures found a peaceful rhythm in each other. We rarely
fought. My mother swears Stephen hovered over me like a guardian angel from the moment I
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arrived. Throughout mychildhood hepresented mewith carefully madegifts. A rag dollwith
blackyam hair and thickred lips. A two-story doll house, complete with shingled roof and
wall-to-wall carpet. A wooden diary bound with leather ties, myname etched jaggedly onto its
cover with a woodbuming tool.
His generosity overwhelmed me. By all rights he shouldhavekickedme around some.
He should havepinched myarmat thedinner table or thrown mybabydollin the toilet. He
should have left me behind to walk home alone after school or tormented me with stories of
kidnappers andmonsters. Afterall, not onlydidI usurp hisbriefly heldposition as baby-of-
the-family, but I caused morethana littlecommotion as thefirstgirlchildbom to eithersideof
the family in nearly forty years. Everything that I hadwas new—clothes, dolls, china teacups;
he faced a childhood of hand-me-downs and broken cars. Grandparents brought frilly pink
things for me, brown itchy things for him. One statement made regularly to my parents
characterized my existence: "Youfinally got your little girl. You must be so happy! You must
spoil her rotten!" So I acceptedeach of my brother's gifts gratefully, but more than likelywith
a certain amount of nonchalance. My station in life was to be the receiver of all good gifts.
Maybe it all just got to him one day. Maybe one day he just snapped and thought, "My sister is
not the princess of the universe. She must be stopped." June, the year I was nine and he was
eleven. He was still my playmate, but our interests had started to differ lately. I was less and
less interested in playing bad guys and good guys, and he had definitely begun to reject playing
house. We still enjoyed our daily games of kickball, hide-and-seek, and king-of-the-mountain
with the neighborhood kids, but we had begun pulling away from each other.
He could have been having a bad day. The stress level must have been soaring in our
home. Two of our older brothers were home from college, and Gramma was visiting from
Florida. Gramma was a mean one by then, probing claw-like hands and strange brown
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growths on her neck. Her sharpblackeyes watched us toomuch. Shewheedled toomany
hugs. She wanted us to learn how to crochet.
Stephen andI wereoutside playing in thebackyard. Only three days left of school, and
we would be free for the summer. I don't know what happened; my memory has never
allowedme that glimpseof motivation. I can see themapletree shading our yard, feel the
coolness of the sidewalk, smell the lilacs lining the side of the house. I was running toward
thebackporch. A persistent feeling tells methatI was about to tatdeonmybrother. Wedid
have our moments of conflict, after all, and he hadbecomes increasinglymoody as he entered
that awkward, in-between-land of adolescence. He grabbed me before I could open the screen
door and draggedme to the driveway, whereourblueMercury stationwagon sat soakingup
the sun. My brotherwas nevermuchbiggerthan I, but he was strong. By the time he was
donewith me, poundingmy head againstthe car, I was a massof bruises, swollenand achey.
He may have dropped me there and ran. He may have stayed and kicked me as I lay on
the ground. Hemayhavestoodpanting beside meuntil ourmother ran outside to the sound of
yelling (although I don't remember any screamsor words spoken). When I regained
consciousness I was upstairs in the bedroom I sharedwith my brother, who must have been
sent to a different room. My mother sat besideme, packingmy face with ice. I floated in and
out for a few days, missing the last days of third grade with ambivalence but painfully missing
my brother. I knew then, without being able to form the feeling into words, that something
very big and irreversible had happened. I watched my face turn from red to purple to yellow,
and I felt terribly, irrationally guilty. Then one day I was better, and we all ate supper together.
No one ever said a word.
Twenty years later, and still no one has said a word. I ask my mother if she remembers the
time Stephen smashed my head against the car. "How awful!" she says. "I don't remember
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that at all. I remember when John droppedStephenout of a tree on his head." I describe the
whole scene to her, tell her the color of the cloth she used to wash my face. "No, I don't really
remember that, but I always remember the time you got bit by that terrible dog." It is as though
a moment that changed the whole dimensionof my life with my brother happened only to me,
as if the whole list of witnesses had declined to testify.
My brotherdidn't just givemy heada fewwarning taps;he tookmy headbetweenhis
hands and struckit againstthe car like a wrecking ball. He hatedmewithevery fiber of his
being. For the next six years, until he went away to college, he barely tolerated me. For me
this was an incomprehensible betrayal, an inconceivable turn of events. Our days as
companions were gone. I became awkward aroundmy brother. My brother, who used to
hold my hand to cross the street!
I dreaded moments when we were alone. If he were required to drive me somewhere, I
could usually expect him to be completelysilent,but his disdain for me rose as thick as the fog
over the lake. He suddenly became one of a tight group of friends that was to last beyond high
school. He joined the soccer, tennis and swim teams, and practices consumed his afternoons.
I was left to my girlfriends and, in time, my own school^related activities. He never physically
hurt me again; but his silent disapproval ofme, broken only with a few choice biting words
now and then, was a source of constant turmoil. If Dawn DeRosa had pulled her switchblade
on me in front ofmy brother, I honestly believe he would have tumed away, eyes glazed above
a tiny smile. He passed me in the school hallways without acknowledgingme, sneering softly
as he looked the other way. I envied brothers and sisters who walked home together or who
kidded each other about dates. My own brotherwalkedten feet ahead of me and never glanced
back.
Eventually I grew accustomedto our alteredrelationship. We moved around each other in
our home, occasionally joiningmy parents in cardgames or on a ski trip. I was sadwhen
Stephen wentawayto college, certainly. There hadbeentimes when wehad laughed together
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or watchedtelevision late into the night. Butmore thananything I relished the evaporated
tension in our house. With just myparents andme around the suppertable at night, I was free
to talk abouttopics mybrother would have considered mundane—^my ownlife. I tookback
partsof myselfthat Stephen hadheldcaptive anddiscovered that I wasn't stupid, ugly, or
uncoordinated, as he had been tellingme for the past sevenyears. I becameless awkward.
Thereis a point in everyone's livesatwhich they mustbreakaway from something or
someone. MybrotherPeterandhis green blanket. Mydaughter andherpinkpacifier. Your
hometown. Your parents'financial support. Your pack of cigarettes. Your lover. Your
brother.
Stephenand I live nearlya thousand milesapartnow. Enough timehas passed thatwe
have learned to like each other again, and I can almost forget that we spent the first third of our
life playingtogetherunder the samemapletree. I can almost forget mybrother's small head
bent over my foot as he tied the shoelaces of my red sneakers or the way he would reach out
his hand to help me into the apple tree. But then my own little boy runs into the living room
barefoot in a pair of shorts, and I do a doubletake: he is Stephen all over again.
The last time I flew to New York to spend a couple ofweeks with my parents, Stephen
picked me up at the airport in his battered blue pick-up truck. Through the years I have grown
used to his hair, dark now in spite of his outdoor work and always thinning, but his man's
body still surprises me each time I see him. He is smallest of the men in our family, barely
taller than me, and he moves as lightly as a d^cer. But something about the hair lying thick on
this arms and chest and the veins popping slightly from his calves seemed foreign to me as he
loaded us into his truck, and I focused on the white circle of a scar on his right eyebrow.
Chicken pox, age nine. This scar was somethingI knew as well as the pinkness of his
fingernails and the eerie green of his eyes.
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One night duringmy visit wewent to a movietogether and then out for pizza. For hours
we talked. While this is a common experiencefor many siblings, for me it was a long-awaited
gift. At one point I asked him if he remembered a certain trip we had made as children. "I
don't know what you're talking about," he said. "I don't remember anything before I was
twelve."
"How can you not rememberanything?" I asked. "How can younot remember?" Hejust
shruggedand went on to the next subject. But I was stuckthere, stunnedthat my brother
didn't remember the little cakes I used to bake for him or how we carved groundhog holes into
tunnels for our matchbox cars. I was frightened that perhaps his first memory was of hurting
me, instead of caring for me. I hope he was lying. I hope he knows'that the glue that binds us
together has its history in his hand holdingmine,my fingers curled around his in reflex.
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Boneless Skinless
What does it mean
to throw away a sliver of soap?
How many years must an empty
container be saved? She can't
bring herself to wear an apron
or to save the chicken broth
to use as soup stock later.
Her refrigerator has no patience
for a single pickle or two stalks
of limp celery. Her skillet refuses
bacon grease; her plants renounce
eggshells and coffee grounds, preferring
squirts of store-bought fertilizer.
Serving up supper
straight from the pan
she feels the pains
of child-guilt, heavy
and familiar as the early dark
of winter afternoons.
Boneless, skinless breasts reek
of idleness; she sways
under the weight
of her mother's earnest face
and the memory of her quick, red
hands gouging out
potato eyes.
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Survival
His girlfriends are always leaving him, crossing
the line to someone with a little less
question in his eyes. Each time one zips
up her bags, he tries death,
teasing it like a slick black
shrew, tossing it in the air like a catnip
mouse. He laps it up, then turns
his back and twitches one ear
toward the sound of tunneling
underground. He blinks, twitches
again, resists the instinct to finish
what he started. He is subtle: a fall
through the ice, a slip off a roof,
sleeps in the snow, a bottle
of whiskey. How many more times
can he escape
with only scratches, broken teeth,
frostbite on his fingers and toes?
He wears his scars
proudly. Women listen
to his stories and flock
to comfort him, running itching fingers
down his spine.
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Letter to the Man I Didn't Marry
Today I ran three yellow lights,
which in some states signal the driver
to clear the intersection and in others to proceed
with caution. I did neither, as Tm sure you recall. I hear
you*ve been asking aboutme.
My baby knocks more insistently
these days, especially after I eat
what's bad for me, chips or chocolate, late night
bowl of sweetened cereal. (You disapprove, I know.
I remember the angle of your head.) Maybe she will look
like me. Maybe she will be a he. My breasts
grewlargerwhileI napped. WhenI opened
my eyes, my son was there to kiss my cheek
with his tiny chapped lips.
From the front porch swing
I watched the librarian fly by on her bike
like the wicked witch and the irises rise inch
by inch. I am itching to get my hands
in the soil, to smell the dirt caked thick and dark
beneath my nails. You were wrong,
you know. You never could have been the one
to heal me.
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Lost Ones
1, Blossom
My great aunt Flossie Moss never forgot little Blossom, even when, at 102, Aunt
Flossie had been deaf for twenty years, widowed for forty, and—never having had children of
herown—^was survived only bya handful ofnieces and nephews. Thelasttime I visited her
in theNature Trail Nursing Home, Flossie was asrickety asanold picket fence inher
wheelchair, with wisps ofwhite cumulus-cloud hair and milky blue eyes. She didn't have
much to say, but she sat up a little straighter and nodded her head when a nurse asked her if
she could recite the names of her brothers and sisters. With a voice as deep as a bullfrog's she
chanted the names of her siblings, ticking themoffoneby oneon bonyfingers: "Laura.
Alpha. Ezra. Sanford. Cameron. Carrie. John. Maude. Cloe. Grover. Flossie Pearl.
Blossom. Creighton." She'd shut hereyes and work hermouth as if shewere chewing
tobacco for about thirty seconds before theinevitable head shaking and tongue clicking; "Poor
littleBlossom. Sweet, sweet little gurl." It waskind of a nursing-home party trick, I guess.
The nurseswere amazedthat shewas still so sharp, but I knewwhatmy great aunt had been
like in her eighties andnineties, when shestillhadsome things left to say. Although she had
outlivedsomeof her familyby more than90 years, shecouldnever forget any of them—even
the one she never knew.
We could always count on Blossom. My grandmotherHelen could recite her husband
Creight's siblings in the same liturgicalchant as Flossie, alwaysending with a clicking of the
tongue for Blossom. The truth is, little Blossomdied before my grandfather was even bom,
when Flossie was just a toddler. Blossom was stillborn. Maybe she came too early; maybe
the umbilical cord was wrapped around her tiny neck; maybe she was breech. A hundred and
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ten years ago, it could havebeen anything. No alpha-fetal proteintest or amniocentesis, no
ultrasound, and no autopsy. Just a little body at the end of it all and a name to live on over a
century later.
My mother tells how the father, John ThomasFirebaugh, would buy an extravagant
pieceof jewelryfor his wife, Lucinda, eachtime sheborea child. I would imagine Lucinda
propped up onwhite pillows in theirhuge cherry bed, opening ablack velvet boxto find a
string of pearls or a cameo ring, mygreat-grandfather peering intothe lace-draped bassinet at
his newestchild. By the timemygrandfather, the lastchild, wasbom, his twooldestsiblings
hadalready married andhadchildren of their own. I loved thestoiy ofbrother John andhis
wife Clara, who died within six months of each other during an influenza epidemic in 1920.
They left behind six boys, includinga four-month-old baby. The secondsister, Carrie, took in
all the boys but one, who was chosen by the wealthy sister,Maud. As a child I saw these
deaths and adoptions as tragedyand redemption at its finest: five orphans adoptedby the
childless aiint and one lonely brother raised rich in a mansion. And then there was Aunt
Rossie herself and her husband. Mood Moss, patron saints of the Roaring Twenties. Aunt
Flossie in black-and-white photos is dressed in flapper garb;Mood stands dapper behind her in
a black suit and hat. In the 1920s Flossie and Mood traveled from southem Illinois all the way
to California to see the ocean. Accompanied by Mood's brother Tone and his wife, they drove
for weeks in their black convertible on dirt roads deep with ruts, making what seems to me an
incredibly daring journey.
But best of all was Blossom, the babywith the impossiblename. Why had her parents
given her a name whose promise she could never fulfill? Aunt Flossie seemed to have missed
her dead sister her whole life, moumed for the Blossomwhomay have grown into a high-
spirited friend. Flossie wasmuchyounger than herothersisters but would have beenonlya
year or two ahead of Blossom. It's always Blossom I imagineon the cross-country trip with
her sister Flossie andthehalf-Cherokee Moss brothers. Mood and Tone. Thebrothers up
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front and the sisters in the backseat, their thick blonde hair whipping around their faces.
Blossom at the ocean, barefooted under her white dress, kicking up sand as she runs to the
water. Flossie follows. Later the four raise their glasses in a toast to the coast, then toss their
crystal against the rocks in some wildly un-Midwestem gesture.
2. Kelly Louise and the Charlies
I covet Kelly Louise's hickory-caned rocking chair. My third brother has the chair at his
house, though his children are all too big for it now, and I want it. My fingers remember the
slick darkness ofKelly Louise's chair, which sat by the fireplace in my childhood home. My
mother claims it was never a good rocking chair and none of us ever sat in it, but I want it
nonetheless. My mother passes these stories on to me in bits and pieces through the years. I
may be a seven-year-old, sitting crosslegged on the green carpet coloring while she irons
nearby; or I may be 800 miles away, talking to her on the phone while my own children nap.
She doesn't mind telling me again and again what she heard being talked about in the kitchens
of her aunts and grandparents, or what her own mother solemnly told her, shaking her head
and clicking her tongue. A child whose own circumstances are secure takes a certain morbid
delight in knowing about these ghost children, breathing in tragedy like a well-oiled hardwood
floor.
Like Blossom, Kelly Louise too stepped carelessly out of her lost childhood and into
ours. Kelly would have been my mother's much-older first cousin, the daughter of her
mother's only sister, Mabel. Kelly Louise's father died of pneumoniawhen she was just a
baby. It was AuntMabel's secondhusband. Lee, whobuilt the rockingchair for her ("he
loved that little girl somuch,just as if shewerehis own" sighsmymother), but within a
couple of years Kelly died of spinalmeningitis. I heard about KellyLouise so much that she
wasas clearto me asmyRaggedy Ann. I'd seea dark-haired girlholding a porcelain-faced
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doll, silently rocking. Tellmemore,Fd begmymother, becauseI could never get enough
tragedy; and she*dstop her work and tell me about the Charlies.
The first Charlie was the stillborn brother ofmy maternal grandmother, Helen, and my
great aunt Mabel. The story goes that theirmotherwas still nursing little Helen while pregnant
with Charlie, who was consequently too small to survive. My mother says that "Papa" (her
grandfather) never got over the death of his only son andwas still mournfully telling the story
when she was a child herself, 35 years later. My grandmother for one grew tired of the
telling. Her life's burdenhadbeenthatPapablamed her forCharlie'sdeath, as if shewerethe
one who had sucked both father and son dry of life.
The second Charlie was KellyLouise's infant brother,who waS bom and lived briefly in
the same year that his sister died. Deathwas too much present for AuntMabel, I believe. She
and her husband didn't have any more children,puttingtheir energy instead into operating their
grocery store. My mother remembers always having an eerie feeling when she would visit her
aunt as a child. Aunt Mabel would seat my mother at the dressing table and brush her hair, put
on make-up, and do her nails. My mother was naturally inclined to dislike such things, but
what gnawed at her most was the hunger in her aunt's face and Kelly's empty rocking chair in
the corner.
3. Timothy
My mother and I sit in the living room talking about Blossom and Kelly Louise and the others.
"I lost one, too, you know," she says. I know this, of course, and she knows I know.
Timothywould havebeen the fourth son. Mymother was fivemonthspregnantwhen she
wentinto labor in themiddle of thenight. Today hemight possibly havelivedwith thehelpof
a ventilator, a feeding tube, a biliblanket andother such devices usedto coaxa premature baby
to live. Butforty years ago hebreathed only long enough tobenamed and baptized. My
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parents neversawhim; therewasno funeral, noheadstone, nomemorial toTimothy's life or
death. Just a going home and waiting for a pregnant body to forget.
I can*t say I have always countedTimothy as one of my siblings, except maybe as a ten-
year-old in the rapture of imaginary play. I remembera timewhenmy friend Laura and I
would pretend to play with our brothers. Herbrotherwas John,minewasTimothyMax.
Theywere better than our real brothers because theywereespecially understanding and
considerate. They never called us names, kickedus, or made fiin of us for playingwith dolls.
We knew that theywould havebeen the ones to be ourprotectors, andwe couldbring
ourselves to tears over missing the dead brothers we never knew.
I can*t claim to have ever recited, in the tradition of Aunt Flossie, "James, John, Peter,
littleTimothyMax, Stephen, andme." ButTimothy has always been there. My grandfather is
reported to have said upon the birth of my brother Stephen, "There's nothing in this world but
towheaded boys." Of course Timothy would havebeen blonde, too, and maybe he would
have been the one to inherit my mother's blue eyes. What dimension would he have added to
our lives? He could have been the one to make my mother laugh more or to soothe my father's
quiet melancholy. He could have been the one to cross the bridges between siblings, to know
what each one of us needs.
"I still think about him every now and then," says my mother.
"Let's talk about it later," I answer, because I am too close to my own pain to hear hers.
4. Mine
Cleaning off a bookshelf I find a small stack of greeting cards stuck between mychildren's
scrapbooks. It takes me aminute to figure outthatthey arecongratulations-on-being-pregnant
cards from our fnends. My stomach takes onesmallpunch, and I stick themback in the same
spot. An in-between land seems best for my own lost one.
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The fear of losing my baby was actuallyworse than the miscarriage itself. I knew
intuitively that it was goingto happen. I wasnever sick, as I hadbeenwithmy son. I triedto
think of that as a sign that this would be an easy pregnancy. I was overcome with sleepiness,
sometimes evenfalling asleep while playing with myson. I remembered fatigue from myfirst
pregnancy and took that as another good sign. But I knew, and I waited.
I havea pictureofmybest friend andme taken at herbabyshower. She is fivemonths
pregnantwith her first, andTm twomonths alongwithmy second. The partybelongs
completely to my friend: the cupcakes decorated withminiature plasticratdes; the guesses we
all make as to the baby's sex, weight, and date of birth; the gifts of tiny outfits. 'We'll have
your showerduring Christmas vacation," myfriends assure me, andI wavethemaway. This
is one of those things my best friend and I fantasizedabout years ago: wouldn't it befun to
have babies at the same time? What we didn't leave roomfor—althoughit happens in over 25
percent of all pregnancies—is the possibility that one baby lives and one dies.
I have rarely encountered a family's history that does not include at least one lost child.
Sometimes one baby was lost out of a dozen who lived to adulthood; sometimes only one or
two survived out ofmany pregnancies. These are the stories that were passed from mothers to
daughters over a sink of dishes, stories that warned daughters that any good gift might be taken
back. Sometimes the babies were buried ceremonially, with their own caskets and headstones.
I am drawn to these markers in cemeteries—the ones that are engraved with birth and death
dates so close together. I have stood before them puzzling as to how a parent could ever go on
after losing a baby, imagining these women's hearts stitched back together with a coarse black
thread. After losing her two-week-old daughter (she would lose three more babies in the next
six years), Frankenstein authorMary Shelleydreamedthat her baby came to life again, and
within a couple of years she published her famous novel of death and resurrection. When
Harriet Beecher Stowe lost her infant daughter,she likened her grief to that of a slave mother's
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whose babies were wrenched from them soon after birth. The theme ofmaternal loss became
central in Uncle Tom's Cabin, which was written just a year after her baby's death.
To lose a baby that you never held is certainly easier than to lose a child you have loved
and memorized. Society has not death rites for miscarriage. You lose the baby, you try again.
The farther along you are, the worse it is. I rememberthe moment after my miscarriagewhen I
waited under a red light in my car, late at night, and listened to the bass drumbeat of three
words, again and again: "I am empty."
Until that point it had been a reliefthat it was all over and that I wasphysically sound. I
didn't have an empty crib to dis^semble or clothes to pack back into boxes. I was left with a
few cards, a photograph, and a dozen phone calls to make, retracting the baby. It was a grief
that was small enough to hold in the palm ofmy hand but strong enough to power a city—a
grief that, nonetheless, diminished steadily month by month. And then I would overhear a
conversation between two women in the grocery store the next week or the next year. One
woman would tell the other that so-and-so had a miscarriage, and the other woman would
shrug and say, "Oh well, she wasn't too far along. They can try again." Then they would go
on to another subject and to filling their carts; and I would add ajar to my own cart and wonder
if either one of them had ever lost a baby or had a ghost child walk in their dreams.
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Renting the Old Train Station
Stephen lives in a castle
on the other side
of the tracks, surrounded
by crack houses but across from Uncle Joe's,
which everyone knows is the best pizza around.
He wanders
from room to room
at night with a flashlight
and a bottle of beer. He can't believe
he is here, finally,
in his own apartment, with turrets
and thirty-three rooms, of which he chooses four
on the second floor: one for sleeping,
one for reading, one for playing guitar,
and one for building a canoe.
He wishes he knew
more people. His sleep is uneasy
as he waits, not
for the screech of a train letting
off its midnight passengers,
but for the shattering
of windows. For a woman swearing at a man,
for the smack of fist against skin.
He dreams she screams
for help and he takes her
in, cleans her wounds and plays music
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that makes her heart break.
She will stay, and fill
the empty rooms
with brightly colored things.
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The Botanist and His Wife
can't take a walk around the block
without a game of identification. He points.
She: Maple.
He: Yes, but which kind?
She (shrugging): Sugar? Red?
He (sighing): Acer saccharinum. Silver maple. See
how the bark peels and how the lobes of the leaves
are jagged and deep?
She (sidestepping): Watch out for the dbgsh—. Nevermind.
First day of spring he kills plants,
sending the philodendron and the African violet out
to sun on the porch, imagining
their chloroplastic ecstasy.
Instead
their leaves are scorched, crisp
as potato chips around the edges.
She: Stay away from my plants. Don't dip
your fingers in my flower beds.
He (head hanging): Well, I just thought—
She (arms akimbo): And don't go near the garden, either.
(where he pulls the stems off of onions, picks
cucimibers before the prickers have softened,
lets zucchini grow monstrous
like some forbidden radioactive experiment)
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Seventeen Hours, Give or Take
We count on someday,
coffee on the front porch,
Buffalo Mountain still
in its own black shadow.
We live now
for the next vacation
and the next, driving southeast
and then south and east,
shedding
these strange selves
as the farms turn to forests,
com to tobacco.
Two hours to go
and we are easy again
as if some lethal spell
has been lifted. We unzip
our stiff suits
at the state line
and toss them out the window.
Our skin beneath is warm
and smells greenly of wood.
We can't stop breathing.
